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In the annals of canine history, the Dawgs She Wolf Sa Id Salaam (DWSS)
bloodline stands as a testament to the remarkable achievements and
enduring legacy of the German Shepherd breed. This illustrious lineage
has produced countless champions in the demanding sport of Schutzhund,
showcasing exceptional working abilities, intelligence, and unwavering
loyalty.

Origins and History

The DWSS bloodline traces its roots to the legendary German Shepherd,
She Wolf Sa Id Salaam. Born in 1980, She Wolf was a powerfully built
female with an indomitable temperament and an insatiable drive for work.
Her exceptional performance in Schutzhund competitions earned her the
title of "Top Utility Dog" in Germany.
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She Wolf's exceptional qualities caught the attention of renowned dog
trainer and breeder, Horst Daugs. Recognizing her potential as a
foundation bitch, he acquired She Wolf and incorporated her into his
breeding program. Through careful and selective breeding, Daugs
developed the DWSS bloodline, which inherited She Wolf's outstanding
characteristics.

Genetics and Traits

The DWSS bloodline is renowned for its unique combination of genetics
and traits that contribute to its exceptional performance. These dogs are
typically characterized by:

Excellent temperament: Known for their balanced and stable
personalities, DWSS dogs are confident, loyal, and eager to please.

Impressive working ability: With an innate drive for work, these dogs
excel in various disciplines, including tracking, obedience, and
protection.

Athleticism and endurance: DWSS dogs possess exceptional
athleticism and stamina, allowing them to perform at the highest levels
for extended periods.

Intelligence and trainability: Highly intelligent and trainable, these
dogs are quick learners and responsive to commands.

Impact on Schutzhund

The DWSS bloodline has had a profound impact on the sport of
Schutzhund. In the highly competitive arenas of Schutzhund trials, DWSS



dogs have consistently proven their dominance, winning numerous
championships and earning the admiration of judges and competitors alike.

The consistent success of DWSS dogs can be attributed to their
exceptional working abilities, mental acuity, and unwavering focus. Their
ability to perform under pressure, their intelligence, and their willingness to
work alongside their handlers make them highly sought-after partners in the
sport.

Beyond Schutzhund

While the DWSS bloodline is primarily known for its success in
Schutzhund, its influence has extended far beyond the sport. DWSS dogs
have been utilized in various working roles, including law enforcement,
military, and search and rescue operations.

The exceptional characteristics of DWSS dogs have also made them
popular among discerning dog enthusiasts who value working ability,
loyalty, and intelligence in their canine companions.

The Dawgs She Wolf Sa Id Salaam bloodline stands as a testament to the
power of selective breeding and the enduring legacy of the German
Shepherd breed. Through their exceptional genetics and traits, DWSS dogs
have made an indelible mark on Schutzhund and continue to inspire dog
enthusiasts around the globe.

Whether you are a seasoned Schutzhund competitor, a working dog
professional, or simply an admirer of exceptional dogs, the Dawgs She
Wolf Sa Id Salaam bloodline offers a glimpse into the pinnacle of canine
performance and companionship.
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